SS-17 Review of Abstracts.
1.

Hard file on Frank Fiorni (new clippings, but no other information)

Abstracts
1.

“The Anti-Cuban File”

(Created 3-18-59)

Description: “The Anti-Cuban file is composed of subjects who are opposed to Castro and the
present cuban govt. Most of the subjects are presently located in the U.S. and belong to
numerous organizations, all with the objective of overthrowing the Castro Govt.
“In Addition to CO2-33115, Sub File sinformation can also be found in cuban general files.
“ (What follows, is a list of numbers, i.e. “127-071-0061198, etc.)

2. Edith Rodriguez-Jones (est. 3-18-59). Notes: “See Antonio Gullermo Rodriguez Jones - son of
subj. Re Alleged plot against JFK. Anti-Castro. ? Husband is Antonio Adres Rodriguez
Echazabal).
3.

Subj. #3 - Antonio Andres Rodriguez-Echazabal
Son is Antonio Guillermo Rodriguez-Jones - Son of Subject #3Intvd.
Was former Cuban ambassador before defecting to U.S

4.

Antonio Guillermo Rodriguez -Jones
Ltr. Addressed to subject re: alleged plot to assassinate JFK - Letter had been misaddressed.
.....Investigating agents determined ltrs misaddressed deliberately and subject had no
connection with plot against JFK

5.

Bernardo Adalberto Rivero-Morales
Alleged Anti-Communist, Anti-Castro.
knowing ltr writer.

6.

Enrique Pedro Rodrigeuz-Jones
Est. 3-18-59

12-14-62 Intvd.

Niehter dnied Nor adknowledtged

7.

Connected to Antonio Rodrigez-jones. Stated he was anti-castro.
Morales-Navarrete Ricardo Anibal
Date established - 3-18-59
One of seven “Cuban power Group” responsible for 1-25-68 bombing of Cuban specilized
services bldg. In Miami......Before fleeing to U.S. in 1960, subj was a mbr of Cuban
intelligence. Subject had been a source on information concerning Cuban exile activity.
8-1-76 - Subj. Possibly associated with CORU. 2-77 possibly associated in a plan to help
Orlando Bosch-Avila and several others escape from Venezuela.

8.

Gonzalez-Lalondry Luis Angel
Date established - 3-18-59
3-15-68 Subject reported to be a member of a group that sent a letter to a newspaper stating
that cuban officials and diplomats throughout the world will be assassinated in retaliation for
the SS 26 July incident which occurred in the waters off Portsmouth, VA>

9.

Mendez-Pradera Antonio
Date establihed - 3-18-59
10-4-68: Interviewd. Stated he was anti-castro and anti-communist. Believes all fighting
against Castro’s govt. Should be done in Cuba and not U.S. - Admitted placing bombs at
Cuban and Soviet Pavillions at exp0 ‘67 and at Cuban embassy in Ottowa, Canada, 9-4-67.
1953 or 1954 - Imprisoned for one year for activities against Batista govt. 1957 Detained 7
days by Mexican immigration authorities following attempt to proceed to Cuba to overthrow
Batista Govt. 3 arrests in Cuba in re to his revolutionary actiities. 8-16-58 Assault of
Cuban whom subject claimed had been an informant for Batista Govt. 1-14-59 deported.

10.

Rivero-Collado Carlos Manuel
4-19-68 Referred by FBI as member of cuban Nationalist movement since 1967. Subject is
alleged member of Cuban Power responsible for number of Ship and Airline office bombings
of countries who trade with Cuba. ........
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